We consider a second class of neutrino oscillations which can arise when both Majorana and Dirac neutrino mass terms are present in the Lagrangian. These oscillations mix neutrino members of weak current doublets with singlets of the same chirality. A depletion of a neutrino beam would result, with apparent non-conservation of probability.
The possibility that neutrinos have mass has received experimental and theoretical support in recent months. The experimental evidencel,'
is not yet conclusive, but is tantalizing nevertheless.
On the theoretical side many grand unified theories require non-vanishing neutrino masses.
In the following we shall assume that neutrinos are massive.
For convenience, we shall work in an SU(2) xU(1) framework with the usual lepton assignment:
The number of families is arbitrary. We assume that the mass matrix is already diagonal in the sector with electric charge Q=+l. (1) we have also assumed only one neutral singlet per family although more could be added. As defined above, veL is the field associated with the electron neutrino produced in the inverse B-decay reaction e-p -f veLn, whereas VC eR Z-C~'(V~~)~ is the field of the electron anti-neutrino created in B-decay n -t pe-v:R. Note that the singlet fields niL, i= e,u,r,. 
where cosa = (V,) 11 , sina = (U ) 12 L . The doublet member vL has the usual charged and neutral current couplings to gauge bosons. In the mass eigenstate basis the neutral current is non-diagonal, leading to the possibility of decays of the mass eigenstates by neutral currents, but with lifetimes which are much longer than the age of the universe.
Our primary considerations are for the logical possibility in which both ml and m2 are small compared to the electron mass. This possibility has interesting implications for neutrino oscillations. Since the mass eigenstates propagate differently in time, second class oscillations V eL * 'eh which conserve chirality can occur. At a distance L from a source of v eL' the probability (for energy E >> ml,m2) of finding veL is '('eL + 'eL) = l-sin22a sin2(kA) (8) where the oscillation argument is %A = In the bubble chamber experiment, the measured e/p ratio6 is (9) where ucc is the inclusive production cross section for e or u and < > denotes a spectrum average. 
